Medieval compilations often challenge and disturb modern notions of text and of authorship as textual ownership. They open up a world in which different methods of acknowledging textual authority and different modes of compiling interact to produce a daunting variety of "re-used" texts. On one hand, Vincent of Beauvais' Speculum maius (c. 1240-1250) a three-volume encyclopedia of natural (Speculum naturale), academic (Speculum doctrinale), and historical (Speculum historiale) knowledge, set the standard for acknowledging sources.
1 On the other, we find compendia in which "originals" are abridged, changed, or reorganized so deftly and covertly that their identification, if possible at all, demands considerable effort. An excellent example of the latter is the Speculum morale, an encyclopedia of ethics and moral philosophy composed in the early fourteenth century. While the compiler assumed the name of Vincent of Beauvais and presented his work as part the Speculum maius, his compositional methods are quite different: the Speculum morale consists for the most part of a re-arrangement of extensive unacknowledged verbatim passages from Aquinas' Summa theologiae, along with scholastic and homiletic material drawn from a narrow group of texts. The elaborate interweaving of sources in the Speculum morale is a witness to the complexity of contemporary compilation practices. Moreover, its selection and juxtaposition of sources comprises important evidence of the state of reception of two important Dominican sources, Aquinas' Summa and Vincent of Beauvais' Speculum maius, in Franciscan circles. Yet rather than seeking to understand its compositional principles, postmedieval scholarly discussions of the Speculum morale have approached the compilation from the perspective of plagiarism and by focusing attention to the "original" sources contributed to the lack of attention paid to it by historians. 2 In this paper I will explore the authorial strategies of the compiler of the Speculum morale through an examination of a hitherto unrecognized source, the Speculum dominarum, a didactic treatise written for Queen Jeanne of Navarre by her Franciscan confessor Durand of Champagne. This newly identified source confirms that the compiler was most probably a Franciscan, and opens the question of textuality and politics of mendicant orders at the beginning of the fourteenth century. On the level of organization, the incorporation of the Speculum dominarum reveals compilation methods of fusing together large texts. On the level of meaning, the Franciscan compiler's appropriation of Aquinas' text and assumption of Vincent's name points to the recognition of Dominican intellectual contribution which is nevertheless adjusted by amending perceived gaps in Aquinas with additional material that bears identifiable traces of Franciscan thought. The fact that the Speculum morale, aimed at male preachers and scholars, incorporates a treatise written for a female ruler also speaks of the mutual permeability of ideas and genres, and demonstrates that conventional modes of conveying didactic messages could be transformed to suit a range of contexts.
Two mirrors of morals
In its 1624 Douay edition the Speculum morale appears as the third of Vincent of Beauvais' four-volume Speculum maius.
3 Only a brief note informs the reader that the volume contains extensive passages matching Aquinas' Summa, which the compiler contracted and enhanced with exempla and statements suitable for moral improvement to form a massive compendium of scholastic, homiletic, biblical and patristic knowledge relevant to virtues, vices, penance, death, and afterlife. 4 To the monks of St Vaast who oversaw the edition the textual coincidence posed no impediment to publishing the Speculum morale as part of Vincent's great encyclopedic project. But by the middle of the seventeenth century the uncertainty 2 C. J. Mews, T. Zahora, D. Nikulin and D. Squire, "The Speculum morale (c. 1300) and the study of textual transformations: a research project in progress", Vincent of Beauvais Newsletter, 35, 2010, p. 5-15. Publishing the encyclopedia under the auctoritas of the Dominican Vincent, apart from increasing the likelihood of its survival and dissemination, could have also provided a channel for communicating a message that might otherwise be seen as too controversial.
The three books of the Speculum morale contain 837 distinctiones and extend to 1558 columns in the Douay edition. The organization of the Speculum corresponds to a division of themes into human actions and virtues, the four last things (death, last judgment, punishment of the wicked, and blessed souls), and sin and penance (Table 1) . The compilation relies heavily on the Summa for both structure and content. A typical distinctio contains a transcription of a selected cluster of Aquinas' responsiones in identical or slightly changed order, along with homiletic material and exempla relevant to the subject drawn primarily from Étienne de Bourbon. Occasionally the text of the Summa is juxtaposed with passages from Richard of Middleton and Peter of Tarentaise, or an entire distinctio is drawn from Étienne de Bourbon. 13 The number and variety of compilations of the Summa itself is perhaps the best illustration of the fact that the more successful a work became, the more likely was its transformation through selective copying and abridgment.
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14 Vernacular translations -versions of Giles of Rome's De regimine principum are a good example -likewise reveal a rather fluid approach to "originals." 15 In addition, while generally accepted auctoritates would usually be cited, references to more recent sources or standard references, even in extensive verbatim borrowing, were not pursued as rigorously. Pierre d'Ailly's Imago mundi, for instance, relies in crucial passages made famous by Columbus on unacknowledged borrowing from Roger Bacon; and the extent, in his commentary on the Sentences, of unacknowledged borrowing from Ockham has led Monica Calma to use the term textual bricolage as a way of capturing the reliance on other texts and the freedom to amend them exercised by medieval scholars. 16 Viewed in the context of late-medieval textual production, the Speculum morale is a formidable effort to bring together a number of different individual voices and genres into a single compendium of scholastic and homiletic material.
A new insight into the perceived utility of the Durand's work covers many of the same issues as the Speculum morale, although the style is homiletic rather than scholastic. The first and longest of the three treatises that comprise it addresses the woman's natural condition, her condition as determined by fortune, and the effects of grace through an exploration of grace as such, moral qualities, passions of the soul, and virtues. The second treatise is devoted entirely to a discussion of women's wisdom, while the third discusses the various aspects of the queen's life through an elaborate use of the 17 A. Dubrulle, "Le Speculum dominarum de Durand de Champagne", 2 vols., Thèse présentée pour l'obtention du diplôme d'archiviste-paléographe, École Nationale des Chartes, 1987-88, p. 82-92 . Altogether, Dubrulle identified sections in 58 chapters that corresponded verbatim with the text of 30 distinctiones of the Speculum morale (23 in book one, out of a total of 176 distinctiones, and 7 in book three, out of a total of 166). The common passages cover the themes of human vileness (Speculum dominarum 1.1.3-1.1.6; Speculum morale 1.3.100), the misery of women (Speculum dominarum 1.1.15; Speculum morale 3.2.11), human passions (Speculum dominarum 1.3.1.2-14, 16-18; Speculum morale 1. 1.9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [23] [24] [25] [26] 30, 34; 3.3.18; 3.4.1; 3.5.1), virtues (Speculum dominarum 1.4.1, 17, 20, 21, 35, 39, 40; Speculum morale 1.3.1, 35, 38, 88, 90, 100) mnemonic image and metaphor of four kinds of houses: exterior, interior, inferior, and superior.
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The ideal queen portrayed in the Speculum dominarum is enjoined to become an example to her subjects through moral improvement and perfection, but also encouraged to leave her mark on the working of the government, whether through influencing courtiers, facilitating petitioners' access to the court, or perambulating the kingdom and listening to the people's complaints. 23 In this, Durand's ideal differs significantly from that of Giles of Rome's De regimine principum, which dwells on the queen's inferior moral and intellectual qualities and presents her as someone who needs to be ruled and managed. 24 The recognition of the queen's public role likewise distinguishes the Speculum dominarum from the much shorter Speculum animae whose message, while centered on women, is one of detachment from worldly politics. 25 Durand's message certainly did find its audience. While only a single Latin manuscript survives, a French translation, possibly by Durand himself, is extant in 12 manuscripts which circulated among noble families well into the fifteenth century.
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Unlike the author of the Speculum morale, Durand of Champagne is not anonymous, and Dubrulle's discovery promised to illuminate the milieu in which the Speculum morale was read and perhaps even composed. Durand's activities at the 22 Hereafter, the Latin text will be referred to as Speculum dominarum, with relevant tractatus, pars, distinctio, and capitulum followed by page number in French royal court between the 1290s and 1305 coincided with Philip's conflict with Pope Boniface VIII, in which Durand sided with the king. 27 They also brought him into the midst of the trial of the Franciscan friar Bernard Delicieux, during which Durand used his connections to provide information regarding the position of the King and served as a conduit between the Queen and his confreres who opposed the excesses of the Dominican-led inquisition in the Languedoc. 28 Considering that Philip IV's own preference appeared to be with the Dominicans, a high-level commission such as the Speculum dominarum presented an opportunity to showcase his craft as a Franciscan preacher and a pedagogue. As a Franciscan aware of the tension between the mendicant orders and the politics at the court and his own order, Durand would have to have very good reasons to borrow from the heavily Dominican Speculum morale -except he did not have to.
Dubrulle's claim for the direction of borrowing is an excellent illustration of the difficulties facing modern researchers attempting to unravel the levels of intertextuality buried in medieval compositions. For textual comparisons with the Speculum morale Dubrulle relied on the Douay edition, which gives the impression of a continuous text with no hints of the internal composition of the encyclopedia. Its references only cover those recognized as auctoritates (e.g. the Bible, St. Bernard, Gregory the Great) in passages excerpted from immediate sources like Aquinas. Without access to Echard's detailed analysis, Dubrulle did not observe that the text she recognized matches none of the sources identified by Echard, and that several passages of the Speculum dominarum are in fact lodged within identifiable sections of Aquinas and Étienne de Bourbon and thus demonstrate that it was the author of the Speculum morale, not Durand, who compiled the text using techniques consistently applied throughout the work. In other words, Dubrulle's discovery of textual coincidence has not just shed new light on the two works: it has contributed to the identification of a previously unknown source of the Speculum morale, and thus to a better understanding of the methods used by its compiler.
Textual bricolage and fusion of documents
In order to understand how the compiler of the Speculum morale utilized the Speculum dominarum, it is best to begin with Echard's study -provided we are aware that his primary interest is in restoring the original texts to their proper owners, not in seeking to understand the creation of meaning that results through rearrangement. very much like the textual bricolage techniques outlined by Calma: using verbatim clusters of text as "bricks", the compiler selectively abridged, reorganized, and juxtaposed them with alternating passages. 30 For instance, in the distinction on the effect of fear (Speculum morale 1.1.28), the compiler reordered the text of Étienne de Bourbon while amending and excising some passages:
Distinctio 29, on the effect of fear column 104, almost all things from Brother Étienne, p. 1, titulus 2, 'on the 25 kinds of effects of the fear of the lord,' from fol. 142, col. 1 to fol. 143, col. 1. Vincentiaster changes the order, adds a few things, and eliminates some. Echard's sensitivity to genres and individual authors' styles led him to identify a number of individual styles, including a "moral" one, typified by Étienne de Bourbon, which often accompanies the scholastic passages appropriated from the Summa.
32 But he also detected traces of another moralizing voice, which he assigned to the compiler whom he calls Vincentiaster or false, plagiarizing Vincent. 33 Its style left him unimpressed: whatever the compiler added on his own hardly compared with, and was often inconsistent with the more pure voice of Aquinas. 34 Feeling no admiration for the plagiarist, Echard took the perspective of original sources and effectively disassembled the compilation into its constituent parts. Rather than gathered into a separate section, his comments on the passages identified with Vincentiaster are scattered in sections dedicated to Aquinas or Étienne de Bourbon. Together, though, the moral additions of dubious value -including an extended passage on zeal to which he refers as a "minor moral excursus" and which matches verbatim the Speculum dominarum -form a very close match to the text identified by Dubrulle. With his extensive memory and experience, it is unlikely that Echard would have forgotten about the Speculum dominarum; he was most probably not familiar with it. We are thus left with a remarkable match between passages Echard attributed to Vincentiaster and the text identified by Dubrulle, which in the Speculum morale behaves just like the other five sources and is appropriated, in extracted and rearranged clusters, to fit the encyclopedia's format.
On several occasions excerpts from the Speculum dominarum are inserted into identifiable sections of the two largest sources of the Speculum morale, the Summa theologiae and the Tractatus de diversis. In the Speculum morale's discussion of humility, the text of the conclusion of Aquinas' 2a 2ae, q.161, a. A similar insertion from the Speculum dominarum occurs in Speculum morale 3.3.11 (de peccato in generali), where it amends Aquinas' discussion of punishment due specifically to women (2a 2ae, q.164, a.2).
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The compiler resorted to a more involved use of the Speculum dominarum in Speculum morale 1.1.26, in the distinction dealing with fear and audacity (de timore et audacia), which draws on Aquinas and Étienne de Bourbon. 37 First, a passage on mundane fear drawn from Étienne is likewise amended by an insertion from the Speculum dominarum that mentions Pontius Pilate (Table 3) . After a few paragraphs of copying Étienne verbatim the compiler decided to adjust the Dominican friar's text yet again: this time by using only part of his description of human fear and replace it with a more elaborate description, once more coinciding with the 
Speculum dominarum.
38 The remainder of the chapter is a near-verbatim compilation of the Tractatus de diversis. This segmented incorporation of the Speculum dominarum is complemented with a more large-scale fusion on structural level. A comparison of the descriptions of human passions in the Speculum morale and Speculum dominarum reveals that they share structural elements with Aquinas' Summa theologiae. All three works begin with a discussion of the passions in general, and continue with concupiscible and irascible passions. This is the structure that William Peraldus employed in his Summa vitiorum and virtutum, and Thomas Aquinas developed in his commentary on the Sentences before expanding it to its fullest extent in the Summa theologiae.
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But while the Speculum morale follows the Summa nearly exactly, Durand's outline avoids detailed treatment of the causes and effects of each passion. In addition, Durand's list introduces the passions of abomination, joy, and zeal, which are not independently covered as passions by Aquinas. The compiler's use of the two documents shows he used both the similarities and the differences in fusing the relevant passages together. After selecting relevant passages, he "zipped" them together so that selected passages follow in a unified manner. If we place the Summa theologiae and the Speculum dominarum side-by-side and, following the order of each work's chapters, compile a digest that combines the responsiones of Aquinas with additional information from Durand, we will get something very much resembling the Speculum morale (Table 4) . The insertion of the Speculum dominarum into a scheme determined by Aquinas' Summa is an ingenious shortcut that speaks to the compiler's familiarity with the two texts and the flexibility with which he approached them. Not wary of adding to the Summa, he freely amended and complemented its scholastic discourse with moral excursions and relevant passages from patristic and medieval auctoritates, and even extended moral discourses found in Durand's treatise. Because the organization of the Speculum dominarum made it amenable to a fusion of the two documents, rather than just being a source of random moral comments, the work actually plays an important supplementary role in the compilation's structure and contents.
Creating a composite discourse
The compiler's fusion of the Speculum dominarum with the bulk of the Speculum morale's other sources, in particular the Summa, brought its share of challenges. Aquinas structured his Summa in an order that began with the will (1a 2ae, q.8-21), continued with the passions (1a 2ae, q.22-48), and then moved to habits, inclusive of virtues (1a 2ae, q.55-67) -which are then the subject of a much more detailed treatment in 2a 2ae. Thus hope, for instance, is discussed both as a passion of the irascible appetite (1a 2ae, q.40) and as a virtue (2a 2ae, q.17-22). While Durand was familiar with the Summa his treatise follows different priorities, and his discussion of passions does not elaborate on the distinction between irascible and concupiscible powers of the soul. 40 His discourse is homiletic rather than scholastic: when discussing the soul, for instance, he compares it the moon in its changeability, and focuses not so much on the classification of passions in terms of psychology but on their praiseworthiness or damnability.
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In order to use Durand's definitions and accompanying examples, the compiler had to fit them into the Aquinian superstructure, and thus to choose to include them either in the section on passions or on virtues. Durand's text consistent with the structure of the Summa was copied in the same order, as in the case of the passions of the soul we have seen above, and also of virtues; others, such as vices contrasted with opposite virtues, were moved to the discussion of vices in Speculum morale book 3. 42 In other places, the reorganization of sources resulted in repetition. The compiler copied Durand's discussion of joy as a passion, but joy appears again as a virtue following Aquinas' scheme, and yet again as an effect of the theological virtue of charity.
43 Similar dilemmas arose when he fused the Speculum dominarum into segments of Étienne de Bourbon's Tractatus de diversis. 44 To illustrate the discourse that resulted from the bricolage of different approaches to structure and discussion of material, I will examine the Speculum morale's treatment of prudence, wisdom, and zeal.
The discussion of prudence in Speculum morale marks the beginning of the treatment of cardinal virtues. 45 The distinctio begins with several definitions of prudence compiled from Étienne's Tractatus and Durand's Speculum dominarum, each characterized by its own principles of division. Out of Étienne's twelve kinds of prudence the compiler retained five (natural, improperly used or abusive, mundane, carnal, and just), to which he added three of Durand's (of the heart, of the mouth and of works). 46 questions regarding prudence. 47 For the most part, the Aquinas section is a straightforward and complete compilation of responsiones with a few passages from responses to arguments -yet even here the compiler has slightly adjusted the text. He chose not to include the conclusion of article 3 (utrum prudentia sit cognoscitiva singularium) and moved the conclusion of article 9 (utrum sollicitudo pertineat ad prudentiam) to the discussion of sollicitudo in Speculum morale 1.3.41.
The compilation of texts on prudence displays an inclination towards economy, as in the abridgment of Étienne's variety of divisions of prudence; and a willingness to reorder its major source, the Summa theologiae, to fit the encyclopedia's own structural pattern. The Speculum dominarum in this case presents a different, and compared to Étienne quite simple and economical, way of thinking about prudence -a useful alternative, interesting or important enough for the compiler to include in his encyclopedia. Although the styles of Durand and Étienne are complementary, their respective divisions of prudence are based on independently conceived principles. The sense of stylistic disunity, noted by Echard, is further increased by the juxtaposition of the distinct form of Aquinas' Summa. Thus, rather than attempting a synthesis the compiler simply presents pared down versions of three different paradigms that his sources represent.
Wisdom in the Speculum morale is discussed in two places, following Aquinas, who treated it as one of intellectual virtues, 48 and as one of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit. 49 Since Durand presented wisdom as one of the effects of grace, the compiler's choice to use extensive passages from the Speculum dominarum in the second discussion of wisdom as a spiritual gift make perfect sense, and the distinctio is in its entirety a fusion of the Summa theologiae and the Speculum dominarum.
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The opening passages of the compiled text are a verbatim copy of the responsiones of articles 1-5 of 2a 2ae, q.45, with the remainder of the distinctio relying in turn entirely on the Speculum dominarum. Although the Speculum morale draws on Durand's chapters for content, the structure is slightly changed. Durand's twenty-six chapters and eight thematic sections become two large groupings, one dealing with dignity and comprising Durand's sections 8, 2, 7, and 5, and another with its utility and effects, comprising part of Durand's sections 2, 3, 4, and 6 in their entirety. Apart from providing transitions, the compilation restructures Durand's ordering by first distinguishing different types of wisdom, then explaining reasons for its pursuit, acquisition, expression, and finally discussing its usefulness and effects. The compiler also moved Durand's Summary of the kinds of wisdom from the conclusion to the beginning of the section (Table 5) . 5. mundanorum; 6. carnalis et animalis; 7. verbalis et superficialis; 8. theorica; 9. mechanicorum/practice; 10. naturalis; 11. rationalis; 12. justorum (Tractatus de diversis, (audiendo, legendo, meditando, orando) G2 (4) Recognition of things through wisdom (ea quae supra, intra, circa, infra nos) 8. Kinds of wisdom (terrena, animalis, dyabolica, desursum descendens) G3 (6) We ought to (ordinare presencia, recordari preterita, previdere futura) Such rearrangement of a source is consistent with editorial practices the compiler applied when adjusting the text of Étienne de Bourbon's Tractatus and, to a lesser extent, the Summa theologiae. The Tractatus may also help explain why the Speculum dominarum was used here. In its present form, Étienne's work is incomplete, containing only disquisition on the first five gifts of the Holy Spirit beginning with fear -intellect and wisdom are missing. 51 The treatment of wisdom in the Speculum dominarum, one of the treatise's strongest points, is more than appropriate as a source for filling the gap in the Tractatus. Moreover, given the relative brevity of Durand's style, the compiler could use the entirety of his text with some rearrangement rather than choosing passages from a work as tortuous as Étienne's.
The chapter on zeal 52 is together with that on joy 53 unique in that it is a direct copy of continuous text from the Speculum dominarum. A comparison with Étienne and Aquinas, whose works the compiler did not use in this instance once more reveals the probable rationale for using Durand's work. Aquinas treats of zeal as an effect of love arising from love's intensity and acknowledges two kinds of zeal: one arising from concupiscence (zeal of jealous husbands or zeal of those driven to excellence through envy), and another from friendship (the zeal of friends towards one another, the zeal of one moved by the love of God).
54 Although zeal figures in several places in the Summa -as in the discussion of envy 55 and contention 56 -only one article 57 is specifically dedicated to the subject, and even here zeal is described not as a separate passion of the soul but as effect of one, namely love. Étienne of Bourbon likewise doesn't mention zeal under a dedicated section but as part of a larger discussion of the desirable characteristics of priests. 58 Given his predilection for ready-to-excerpt texts, it makes sense that the compiler of the Speculum morale would choose a model that did not require much adjustment. In this case the Speculum dominarum, which dedicates an entire chapter to zeal, was an ideal candidate. In a relatively brief but autonomous chapter, Durand proposes five types of zeal: envy, love, intense love of husband for his wife, emulation, and finally the zeal of holy men, the "vehement movement of the soul" for the salvation of souls which Christ himself effected. 59 With Durand's text, the Speculum morale has gained a description of the passion that reflects a particularly Franciscan view of zeal, in addition to the broader sense of respect for women evident in the Speculum dominarum.
The examples of prudence, wisdom, and zeal show that the borrowing from the Speculum dominarum works on a number of levels. On one hand, it provides homiletic discourse that balances the philosophical treatment of virtues and vices in the Summa. In that sense its role is similar to that of Étienne's Tractatus, whose strengths are extended homiletic discourse and the wealth of exempla, both of which the Speculum morale liberally exploits. The Speculum dominarum also provides content for areas not covered by Étienne in his planned but never written books on the gifts of intellect and wisdom. Most importantly, the Speculum dominarum provides an extended coverage of themes whose utilization in the Speculum morale amounts to an unambiguous emendation of the Summa: the notion of joy and spiritual joy drawn from Durand's extensive discussion of the queen's interior house, the elaborate discussion of wisdom, as well as the separate treatment of zeal as a passion of the soul. The involved use of the Speculum dominarum shows that the compiler was closely acquainted with its contents and placed it at a level of auctoritas comparable to Aquinas and Étienne de Bourbon, using the strengths of Durand's work to give a distinctive Franciscan stamp to his own.
This does not mean that the compilation's use of sources is seamless and its compositional principles easily discernible. The Speculum morale's treatment of wisdom in particular seems to take little account of Aquinas' subtlety. Where the Dominican master insists on a break between wisdom as a gift of the Holy Spirit and wisdom as a virtue that can be achieved by human effort -a distinction that is copied in the Speculum morale -the addition from the Speculum dominarum introduces an alternative division. Durand's description of wisdom as something that is both received and acquired, and something that is worthy and useful, not only introduces a taxonomy that differs from Aquinas'; his notion of wisdom also appears to cross the boundaries between gift and acquired virtue.
Although such juxtaposition of mutually incompatible taxonomies in the Speculum morale may strike the modern reader as illogical, the apparent lack of unifying principles only makes evident the difficulty of synthesizing the wealth of medieval paradigms of representing moral thought. It reminds us of the difference between, on one hand, the orderly teleologies created by theologians, and on the other the multifarious and often incongruous, chimerically multiplying divisions of distinctions created and re-created by the preachers. The inclusion of the Speculum dominarum within the Speculum morale shows that having access to a variety of multi-paradigmatic streams had its value. In that, the Speculum morale is a witness to the range of approaches to Christian ethics as understood, transformed, and performed by actual priests talking to actual people.
Conclusion: Durand's Franciscan voice in the Speculum morale
In the preface to another of his works, the compilation Summa collectionum pro confessionibus audiendis, Durand noted he put it together for clerics who do not have the means to purchase, or the time to read many books. 60 The Speculum morale does a similar thing. It literally provides a digest of Aquinas' 1a 2ae and 2a 2ae, with amendations drawn from Richard of Middleton and Peter of Tarentaise, along with homiletic and exemplary literature sourced from Étienne de Bourbon and the Tractatus de consideratione novissimorum. To these five sources we must now add Durand of Champagne's Speculum dominarum. Durand's work provides the compiler an organizational platform compatible with the Summa, as well as a wealth of homiletic material and exempla relevant to topics not covered by Étienne's Tractatus, in particular those relevant to joy, zeal, patience, humility, wisdom and prayer.
The use of the Speculum dominarum confirms the chronology of the composition of the Speculum morale proposed by Echard and Lusignan. If Durand composed his work between c. 1297 and 1305, the Speculum morale was most likely completed by the first or second decade of the fourteenth century. Since Durand died in 1314, he may have known the compiler, or even himself contributed the creation of the encyclopedia. Most probably a Franciscan or a group of Franciscans close to the French royal court used Durand's work together with excerpts, drafts, and other sources, and presented it as the work of Vincent of Beauvais, the favored encyclopedist of the royal family. On the other hand, recognizing the Speculum dominarum as a source refocuses our attention to the sections employed in the Speculum morale which, rather than plagiarized, reveal how Durand could be read by his contemporaries. Further study of the presentation of material and interplay of ideas in Durand's Summa collectionum pro confesionum audiendis should lead to further insights, especially in light of his expression of difficulty of integrating different genres of writing and paradigms.
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The Franciscan voice in the Speculum morale is but one among several, and not necessarily separated along congregational lines. On the notion of poverty, for instance, a crucial element for Franciscans, the compiler of the Speculum morale relied not on a Franciscan source but on Étienne de Bourbon -because despite being a Dominican his treatment of poverty is more thorough than that of Durand's speculum written for a queen. 62 The Speculum dominarum contributed material relevant to women, consistent with the Franciscan involvement in women's pastoral care. The inclusion of discourse on joy and zeal, which exceeds anything the compiler could find in Aquinas and Étienne de Bourbon, can also give us a sense of the difference between Franciscan and Dominican approaches to passions of the soul and virtues. Still, our understanding of the Franciscan voice which Durand represents is only tentative prior to a more detailed study of another major Franciscan source of the Speculum morale, the commentary on the Sentences by Richard of Middleton.
Finally, the utilization of the Speculum dominarum brings us closer to the identification of the compositional methods of pseudo-Vincent, whom Echard accused of plagiarism and scholarly negligence, but who is (or are) revealed to be much more interesting. The subtle transformation of Aquinas' thought to which the interplay of the Speculum morale and the Speculum dominarum bears witness is an excellent example of the power of adapting an existing paradigm. By co-opting the Summa into his encyclopedia, by presenting it as the work of a respectable encyclopedist who by the beginning of the thirteenth century was rising to the level of an auctoritas, and modifying its contents in ways that may seem awkward but are actually quite effective, the author of the Speculum morale has managed to project his own, altered vision of ethical knowledge and implied power relationships. The 61 B. Roest, Franciscan literature of religious instruction before the Council of Trent, Leiden, Brill, 2004, p. 305. 62 Speculum morale 1.3.104; J. Echard, op. cit., wisdom his encyclopedia exhibits may be borrowed, but the work itself is a remarkable example of the use of compilation as an authorial strategy.
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